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Local news
at a glance

BOT's motion fails; power poles stay put
by Lori Bigelow and Kari Belton

Attention!
The Department of Military
Science, Army ROTC, plays
host to the 1996 Northwest Jun:
ior ROTC Rifle and Drill Competition at 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. on
Saturday at Peterson Hall.
Admission is free and everyone is invited to attend.

OMV warning
The OMV will be converting to a new computer system
and suggest that people renew
their licenses now.
Due to the change in systems officials are warning
people there could be longer
lines, personnel shortages, and
even computer malfunctions.
If you have a license that
expires this year, the OMV is
encouraging you to renew your
drivers license immediately.

Cables go up
Puget Power will install
power lines along 14th Avenue
and Nicholson Boulevard at 6
a.m. until 6 p.m., Saturday.
The installation will require
the closure of 14th Avenue and
Nicholson Boulevard, between
Alder Street and A Street. The
Library parking lot, will also be
closed along with the south half
of the Nicholson Pavilion parking lot.

Ouch, that hurts
A 15-year-old boy smashed
into a car when he ·ran a red light
at the intersection of 8th Ave.
and Chestnut Street.
The boy suffered a possible
concussion. and damaged a 24year-o Id mans' Geo Storm.
No charges have been filed at
this time.

Staff reporters
The Board of Trustees heard comments from community members Friday, before voting to continue with
Central' s new, controversial power
poles.
Over I 00 community members
filled the BOT meeting area to voice
their opinions on the 1I 0 foot structures.
Among them was Stephen
Jefferies of Citizens For A Beautiful
Community, whose organization collected over 2,000 signatures against
the poles.
"They will detract from the university landscape, and the rural campus which creates a safe setting for the
community. This was not malicious,
but a mistake that the university planners are reluctant to admit," Jefferies
said.
The chief complaint among the
protesters concerned aesthetics. Primary objections dealt with location,
shape, height and general visual obstruction, as well as the disruption to

the view of rural and mountain areas
around Ellensburg.
Others voiced concern over possib1e electromagnetic field (EMF)
hazards, due to the lines' high voltage.
Members of the science department worried that re-routing the poles
to their original location behind Hertz
Hall, would delay the Phase One construction of the science facility.
"We think any delay of the science
building would deter the students of
Central Washington University,"
Brian Dolman, ASCWU-BOD president, said of the students' missed opportunities for scientific experience.
According to theDaily Record,
trustee Fritz Glover, an Ellensburg
resident, said the board could not vote
to move the poles. He compared it to
signing "a blank check."
"The alternative of rerouting the
power lines around the science building was inadequately defined and
maximum costs were completely unpredictable," Glover said in an interview with the Record.
Ultimate Iv the Board's vote ended

See Trustees/ page 4

President Ivory Nelson and Frank Sanchez talk with each other before the
BOT meeting on the 12th.
Brien Bartels/Observer

ASCWU-BOD elections start soon
by Jason Gordon
Staff reporter
Last year during the Associated
Students of Central Washington University board of directors elections,
students followed a national trend
with only 1 in 7 students voting, according to Logan Aimone, the Election Committee chairman.
On Thursday, May 2, elections for
the 1996-97 ASCWU-BOD will be
held.
"These people are running to represent the students, students need to
know they have a say and voice in the
process and decision," Cara Lanctot,

a member of the election committee
said.
The positions open for candidacy
are: president, executive vice president. vice president for organizations,
vice president for academic affairs,
vice president for student life and facilities, vice president for political
affairs, and vice president for equity
and community service.
"I anticipate that it will go
smoothly," Aimone said. "There
should be some good races. It will be
fun to watch."
"I think it will go very well,"
Lanctot said.
In February a task force met to

evaluate the campaign code. The
evaluation was used to simplify the
rules of campaigning.
''The task force went over and revised the Candidate Campaign Code."
Lanctot said. "I think because we did
that, there will be a lot less problems
with rulings and questions with candidates."
Aimone said the area that he will
focus mainly on the promotion of the
election to students, to improve voter
turn out.
"Students need to take that chance
and get involved with the selection

See Elections/ page 3

Volunteer week
needs folks
April 22-25 is National Volunteer Week, and Central CARES,
has several activities you can get
involved in. There wiU be a drive
for canned food items in the resi;dence halls; and April 22, yop
can unload all those pennies you ·•·
collect on your dresser at the SUB ·.
to help fight deforestation.
·
. !'If you've never volunteered
before, this is the perfect week to
start.~' lacy Johnson of Central
CARES said.
For information, call Central
CARES at 963-2415.

on

traight from the street- What issues do you ..think the BOD. candidates should address in ~the election?

Sonja Smith, sophomore,
undecided
''I'd like them to be more
involved with issues like the
power poles. I mean what they
don't know we the students
don't know."

Clint Whiteside, junior,
history
"I think the big issue that needs
to be addressed is all the thefts
in the parking lots."

Sierra Martin, freshman, early
childhood
"I think that the people that are
elected need to be more involved
with students, because we don't
really know who they are and
what they are doing."

Kirk Loe, senior, biology
education
"Diversity awareness
and a representation of all groups
on campus. That and questions
with the up coming technology
fees."

Elena Bassett, senior, construction mangement
"The planning of the campus and
the community and how it relates
to the students."
David Dick/ hoto editor
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B,ig boom; wild woman; more man1uana
.---------------------------------------------

Sunday, April 7, 10:10 p.m.
Two suspects were contacted in
connection with a loud boom and flash
that took place outside of Beck Hall.
Police believe the explosion was an
M-80.
Sunday, April 7, 12:09 a.m.
A 20-ycar-old woman from Student Village was given a warning for
a noise violation. When contacted by
the police she turned down the music.
Monday, April 8, 1:08 a.m.
Police were called when a 50-yearold woman from Kamola Hall would
not stop screaming. The officers contacted the woman and found that she
was intoxicated. They immediately
escorted the woman to her room where
she was silenced.

Campus
Cops
by William Baldyga

Monday, April 8, 11:50 a.m.
A 23-year-old man reported that
his tennis racquet. valued at $140, was
stolen from his locker.
Al the same time a 21-year-old
man said that his baseball glove and a
pair of Nike cleats were stolen from
his locker. The articles were estimated

to be worth $230. The police have no
suspects at this time.
Wednesday, April 10, 7:45 p.m.
A 23-year-old man's '83 Dodge
Omni had its' rear window broken in
the X-22 parking lot. After investigating the scene police determined that a
stray softball was the culprit. Dam-

ages are estimated a $150.
Wednesday, April 10, llp.m.
Police on routine foot patrol
smelled a strong odor coming from the
7th floor of Muzzall Hall. When attempts to contact the 18-year-old
woman who lived there failed they
applied for a search warrant and upon
approval entered the room. At the
time of entry the officers discovered
marijuana and related drug paraphernalia. The suspect was later located
and cited.
Friday, April 12, 9:01 a.m.
Unknown suspects attempted to
gain entry into a Kamola computer lab
through the upholstery shop. While
there was damage to the labs door
there appeared to be no forced entry

Search· committee looks for Jones' replacement
The finalists include:
John B. OJ.sen. Olsen comes
to Central from Beaumont, Texas,
where he is interim vice chancellor for
finance and management at Lamar
University. He visited April 4-5.
James
P.
Sheehan.
Sheehan, from Boone, N.C., visited
April 8-9. He was associate vice chancellor for financial management at
Appalachian State University.
William E. Saraceno.
Saraceno visited April 11-12. He is
from Pasco. Wash., where he is vice
president of administration, operations
and finance for Columbia Basin College.
V. Kent Martin. Maftffi is
from Port Angeles, Wash. where he is
the director of business and financial
services for Olympic Educational Ser-

by Jeff Foster
Staff reporter
Following the recenr retirement of
Courtney Jones, vice president for
business and financial affairs, a search
committee has narrowed it down to six
finalists.
These candidates come from across
the country with impressive.credentials. Three candidates have already
visited the campus. and three will be
here in the coming weeks. According
to Agnes Canedo, the head of the
search committee, the process is nearing the end.
"We have identified some strong
candidates," she said. "Now we must
find the one that will be the best match
for the institution."

vice District 114. Martin arrived yesterday. Students are invited to both
structured and unstructured meetings
with the candidate. The unstructured
meeting for Martin is today, from 1011 :55 a.m. in Barge Rm. 412.
Abdul Nasser. Nasser is
from New Haven.Conn., and will be
on campus April 25-26. He is the interim vice president for finance at
Southern Connecticut State University. An unstructured open meeting
with Nasser will be held Friday, April
26 at the Mary Grupe Center from 1011:55 am.
Thomas D. Saban will be
the final candidate to visit Central. He
is from Chadron State College in
Chadron, Neb., where he is the vice
president for finance and administration. His campus visit is slated for

May 2-3. An open meeting with
Saban will be held Friday, May 3,
from 10-11 :55 a.m. in Barge 304.
All structured meetings will be
held on the first day of a candidate's
visit and will begin at 2 p.m. Topics
include: auxiliary services at 2 p.m.,
maintenance and construction at 2:30
p.m., finandal services at 3 p.m., personnel services at 3:30 p.m., computing and telecommunications Services
at 4 p.m., and other topics at 4:30 p.m.
While the search has turned up a
number of well-qualified candidates,
search committee chair Canedo recalls
Courtney Jones time here at Central as
a positive one.
"He brought so much to this campus," she said. "His retirement is a real
loss."
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The first annual Mayor's prayer
breakfast will be held at CWU's
Tunstall Commons on Saturday at
8:00 a.m ..
"The purpose of this breakfast is
to bring together a broad spectrum
of leaders to work toward unity between members of the University
and the community," said CWU
Alumnus Ryan Golze.
Keynote speaker will be Jack
McMillan, co-chair of Nordstrom's
Board of Directors, followed by
state and local leaders.
Everyone is invited to attend the
breakfast. For more information
call 925-9371, purchase tickets are
$7 for adults and $5 for students.

•

Meetings held every
Wednesday:
Noon, SUB 105
Monday & Friday:
Noon, SUB 107
Open to all students. staff.
facully & community members

For more information stop
by the D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
SUB 106, or call 963-3213
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into the upholstery shop. Police have
no suspects at this time.
Friday, April 12, 9:45 a.m.
Facilities management reported the
loss of a cutting torch estimated to be
worth $400. There are no suspects.
Sunday, April 14, 12:35 a.m.
A 19-year-old man from Olympia
was cited for an MIP. The suspect was
contacted by police when observed
walking with a can of Coors outside of
Al-Monty Hall. ·
Sunday, April 14, 8:35 p.m.
A 32-year-old woman had$ 1,755
worth of horse equipment and accessories stolen from her '86 Honda Accord in the D-5 parking lot. It is believed that the theft happened on the
8 or 9 of April.

·-:

Seafust Versatefle~ available
7 am-midnight

A wide variety of services ar~ offered such as:
• Cash withdrawals
• Deposits
• Purchase postage stamps
• Up to date checking statements
Call Seafirst Banker On Call and you will speak with a
knowle;,eable Personal Banker at any time-get your questions
a~swere , open up a new checking account, apply for a loan, pay
bills, transfer funds and much more!
Call l-800-24 FIRST whenever you want-and we do mean
whenever!

~.SEAFIRSTBANN
Expect exre11ence--

Now Renting
2 Bedroom

Units
Laundry Facility

on site
(509) 962-5508
501 E. 18th Street
Ellensburg, WA
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Commu_nity could ·close crowded corners to Central cars
by Aimee Peterson
Staff reporter
Central's drivers may find their
parking options limited due to a city
plan to regulate parking on side streets
and new constrl!ction on campus.
Presently, if a student does not
have a parking permit, or cannot find
a place in the school's lots, they may
park their car along any side street.
However, parked cars are creating
pressure on the streets surrounding
campus.
The City of Ellensburg, with the
aid of the university, is considering a
proposal to create Residential Parking
Zones (RPZ's). The RPZ's would prohibit students, faculty and staff from
parking their cars in specified areas of
the community surrounding campus.
"The specifics have not been hammered out," Bob Witkowski. director
of Community Development for the
City of Ellensburg, said.
"The city and the university will
sign an agreement relatively soon,
then the city council will hold a pub-

ELECTIONS: Apathy
could be a factor
From page I
process," he said.
BOD officers make important decisions that effect Central students.
They appoint students to over 30
standing committees, meet with the
board of trustees, and control service
and activity fees.
"The BQD officers work hard for
their money," Aimone said. "They
have a lot of say and power."
The president is paid $6000 a year.
this includes working, 19 hours a
week. The vice presidents are paid
$4800 a year and are required to work
I 4 hours a week.
The four candidates running for
president are Adam Eldridge. Lisa
Allen. Brian No, and Brian Iverson.
Each gave a brief reason for their desire to be president.
"I think that my current time on the
board working with current president
Brian Dolman has helped me to experience everything that a studen~ government president experiences," Lisa
Allen, said.
"I think that I am very in touch
with the students. I am very aware of
the recourses on campus,'' Adam
Eldridge, presidential candidate said.
"Serving as the editor on the Observer has given me the. leaders.hip
e~perience,"
Brian- Iverson.
pres,i4ental candiate- said.
•.•
· Kristen Almberg and Rick.Vogler
are running for executive vice president. Chandler Riker is running for
vice president for organization. John
Burkhart is running for vice president
for academic affairs. Amy Gillespie
is running for vice president for student life and facilities. Tony Gepner
is running for vice president of political affairs. The last four are running
unopposed..
The election committee extended
vice president for equity and community service's position until yesterday,
because no one had applied for candidacy. On Thursday, April 25, a primary election will he held for the of1;iccs that h~:~ r1pre tp~fl \\O can(!i(1at ,,r mi B L1r.n11, •.. · . · . · . · .•

Parking along Sampson Street is a scarce commodity.
lie hearing, which has not been scheduled yet."
The purpose of the RPZ' s is to re1ieve congestion caused ·by excess
traffic and cars parked along the west
and south end of campus neighborhoods. Planners hope that the RPZ's
will open the streets and ensure that
residents have a place to park.
Adding to the problem will be the
prime parking spots lost due to construction of the new science building,
which will cause a large number of

Erin Drebis/Observer

students to park on the side streets.
"Phase One of the science project,
which is happening now,, is reducing
quite a few spots near the SUB," said
Witkowski. "Phase two will take up
the rest of the spots."
Many students prefer to drive ·to ·
classes, especially when temperatures
are below zero. or they are studying
late. This creates congestion in ·the
mentioned fireas.
"The library especially needs more
parking, the availability is fairly

limited,"John Stanfield said. "The
price for a parking permit is outrageous, and should be included in the
cost of tuition."
"The permits generate most of the
money for the parking lots," Rob
Cbrisler, director of Facilities Man-

agement, said.
Chrisler said at $80 per year, the
price is not too high for parking.
"Central 's parking permits cost
less than most other universities in our
state," he said.
New lots will be added this summer. Soon 18th avenue and D street
will have a new lot with approximately 150 parking spaces. This new
lot will cost $100,000 to build, but
even this large price tag will not increase the cost of parking permits next
year.
"We have saved up enough money
to pay for the new lot," said Chrisler.
"New spaces have been added, quite
a bit more that have been taken out.
The problem is, does it meet people's
needs'? Probably not, people don't
want to have to walk far to class or the
library."

!WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAM.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt-up
to $55,000. Payment is either% of the
debt or $1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

http:/ /www.goarmy.com
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Mulliken ·to
seek out
student
concerns

at Central.
Mulliken's district covers Moses
Lake, Ephrata, and Ellensburg.
She serves as the vice chair of the
House Higher Education Committee
since there are two higher learning
institutions in her district, Central and
Big Bend Community College.
Mulliken, who said she looks at the
students at Central as the consumer
she is trying to provide the best possible product for, feels that the forum
will provide her the input that is
needed to do .her job.
"I would like to serve on the House
Higher Education committee with a
stronger input from my own university," Mulliken said.
Mulliken, who is anxious to hear
from students, want them to know that ,
if they are unable to talk to her in the
BOD office that she would like for
them to call her at her office in Olympia.
"

by Kelly Lawing
Staff reporter

Rep. Joyce Mulliken, seen here with Central students, will be holding a discussion on April 24, in the BOD office.
Students may discuss concerns with their experiences here at Central
Photo courtes of Washin ton State House of Re resentatives

Rep. Joyce Mulliken (D-Moses
Lake) will lead a discussion at 1 p.m.,
Wedsnesday, April 24, that is open to
all students.
The open forum will take place in
the BOD office in SUB 116. Students
can discuss any concerns that they
have regarding their experience here

Gepner to attend· Deniocratic National Conventi·on
1ravel allotment for me. To find t~e
rest of the funds, I am going out into
the community now; not just
Ellensburg but also back home to find
sponsors."
In a recent press release, Gepner
stated:
"I expect much of funds will be
paid for out of pocket. Tough to do as
a student, but this is a once in a lifetime opportunity for me and the University."
Gepner' s future plans are to excel
in politics.
''I'd like to get into an elected position sometime, somewhere." Gepner
said. "It probably won't be directly
out of college. I have to go out and
learn the ropes. My main goal is to get
out there in a position where I can
help. I'm still in college, so I still have
the idealism that I can change the
world."

nation's capital.
them; not just what happens at state
have her speak as a keynote during
levels."
this conference, and the invitation was
Sen. Murray was allowed to nominate just one student to attend this
Gepner got started in ASCWU last
accepted.
event, and chose Gepner.
At the conference, Gepner introyear when he applied for a job on the
duced Murray tO 500 participants in
"I was in shock when I heard it."
office staff.
the conference, and also coordinated
"I did that with a goal in mind,"
Gepner said. ''She had one of her sUlff
call me up, and she said, ·1 can n01ni- Gepner said. "To eventually be a session afterward where Murray
nate a student for this. why don't we elected. I was their secretary so I could spoke to about 75 Washington college
students. Since then. Murray has ofpick up that Tony Gepner and see if work with them every day and see
what all of them did; learn from them
ten invited Gepner to get involved
he would like to do this?'"
when she is speaking on educational
Gepner' s duties as a ASCWU and go from there."
issues, such as this April 18 when he
board member include involving stuThat is exactly what he did and
will join 10 other student leaders in a
dents in the political process and in- soon became vice president for polititeleconference
call at the University
forming them or every kind or legis- . cal affairs. From that point on he has
lative happening that affects them di- been involved as a board member of . of Washington. .
Murray's recommendation assures
rectly. He has also contributed to the the United States Student Association
(USSA), senior board member. of him a position among 150 students
protection of higher education in the
allowed into this convention program,
Washington Student Lobby, and was
state and national legislatures.
"Constitutionally, it says that my · also the Washington State coordina- but Gepner is in the middle of looking for funding for the internship.
responsibilities are to just monitor the tor of the 6th Annual Northwest Stu"Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate
state level," Gepner said. "But I have dent Leadership Conference, where
Studies, has been quite helpful,"
taken a step further to make sure that he met Sen. Murray. Gepner apstudents know everything that affects proached Murray's office and asked to Gepner said. "He just approved a

by Carrie Starbuck
Staff reporter
Many of us have dreams and goals
that we strive for and hope to one day
realiLc, and then there are those of us
who arc realizing them today.
Tony Gepner, vice president for
political affairs ol ASCWU, has been
recommended by Sen. Pany Murray
to attend the Washington Center for
Internships and Academic Seminar
held at the Democratic National Convention, August 18-30, 1996 in Chicago, JL.
The Washington Center is a nonprofit. educational organization that
provides full-time internships and
short-term academic seminars for college students from more than 750 colleges and universities in the U.S. and
abroad. The Center is also the largest
full-time internship program in the
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From page I
in a 3-3 tie, lacking input from Dr.
Roz Woodhouse who did not show for
the vote. Puget Power plans to string
the lines Saturday as scheduled.
The decision from the Board made
a significant impact on community
and faculty members. Martha DuskinSmi th, communication department
secretary, was one who spoke against .
the poles.
" I was extremely disappointed, "
said Duskin-Smith. "The Board of
Trustees disregarded what was presented to them and took a vote. I
would have hoped that a body of that
nature would take more time to get the
information and then re-address at a
later meetin ."
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On Tuesday, April 23 and
Wednesday, April 24 the CWU
University Store will be closed
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due to renovations.
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The changes are expected to
enable the store to offer more effective service.
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· Art students make light of power poles
Board of Directors meeting. He
also said that the mineral oil reservoirs needed to cool buried power
lines could cause environmental
damage, leak oil or even explode.
"There's too much risk," Brown
said.
"I am not much concerned about
the appearance of the ugly poles,
but about the health risks involved for us," William Dunning ~ professor emeritus of arl history, said .
"There are strong indications that
the high voltage electric fields are
not good for you, but there is no
solid proof, just as there was no
solid proof that smoking causes
cancer, until just recently ."
Brown said that meter readings
taken directly under the existing
poles on campus showed electromagnetic fields higher than for nor- .
mal power distribution lines. But he said that the readings for the existing lines was 2.6 milligauss, while
a person using a hair dryer is exposed to 700 milligauss. The proposed lines are higher off the
ground than the existing lines.

• by Toshihiro Kohara
Staff reporter
The art department faculty unanimous Iy object to the power poles
along 14th Street because of possible
health hazards, not because 9f the
poles' ugly appearance.
Randall Hall, located along 14th
Street, runs parallel with the planned
high voltage power lines.
"I am really concerned about the
potential health hazard facing the students in my class," Vince Torano.
professor of art. said.
Torano and his students can see
the power poles from the windows of
the painting class.
"My class may have discussions
about the poles' drawing," Torano
said.
John Agars, an art professor, said
that California's power line regulations limit how close public school
buildings can be to high tension
power lines, but he doubts Washington has a health standard to determine
how close people can live and work
to high tension power lines.

•

•

•

Jeff Fisher assigned his class the task of drawing their interpretation of the
power poles.
Drawin courtest of Tami Van DenElzen
"If Washington state adopts
California's limit, the power transmission capacity that they propose here
would require approximately a 250foot setback," Agars s.aid.
There is no room for such a setback
on 14th Street because the lines will
pass over a residential area.

Agars also said that the alternative
of burying the power lines is expensive and results in less profit for the
power company.
"The state would not allow for a
more expensive solution ," Dick
Brown, the science building project
manager, said at a recent ASCWU

Earth Day
•

commg .up
by Sara Bickler

Staff reporter
Monday is"Earth Day," and
many companies, Central organizations, and residence halls will be '
sponsoring activities to get the most
people involved as possible.
"We want to encourage all residents to take part in Earth Day by
providrng programs within the
halls," said Sharon Parker, residence
living program director.
On Saturday,local radio station
KQBE will co-sponsor a'n event at
the Kittitas County Fair grounds including displays of ·'earth friendly"
products. The gates arc open-from
10 a.m.to 9 p.m.; admission is free.
The Central CARES program
will collect pennies in the SUJ3 on
Monday. All donations collected by
the volunteers will be used to buy
rain forest acreage. KCAT,
Central's radio station will be
broadcasting this event live between
noon and 1 p.m.
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OBSERVANCE
-salutes and -slams • • •

Student 'hacked' off at O.bserver errors

This week, the Observer would like to recognize everyone involved in
this power pole controversy.
First of all, we want to Salute the Board of Trustees, for calling a spe~
cial session in order to hear from the campus community about the power
pole issue.
On the other hand, we want to Slam the Board, for not being able to come
to any decisive conclusion over the same issue. This can be attributed to
their 3~3 tie vote which could have been avoided if Dr. Roz Woodhouse
had attended the meeting.
We Slam the administration who from the beginning have done their
best to proviae as little information as legally possible on the power poles
to the community.
On the other hand, we Salute the Citizens for a Beautiful Community.
As Don Quixote had his windmill, the CBC has its power poles. Though
there is a good chance the CBC will fail in its endravor. at least they're
trying to help fix the situation.
We want to Slam Keith Love who has taken this issue and sensationalized it through his position as publisher of the Daily Record. As a result
he has lost something held in high regard by all journal ists--objecti vity.
Steve Jeffries also needs to be Slammed. As a leader of the CBC, he
has spammed the local media and blown off local leaders by not attending
a community development meeting. While he has brought this controversy
into the limelight, he has done so at the cost of his credibility.
Lastly, we want to Salute those who take a stand for taking a stand on
this issue, regardless of which side you were on. Whatever the outcome, at
least you voiced your opinion.
On the other hand, we Slam the ~thcr 90 percent of you who sat on the
sidelines and did nothing.

To the editor:
What happened to impartial, profe~sional journalism? To begin with,
the front page spread reads: "Towers
endanger learning environment"; yet
the head of the Biology department
was quoted as follows: "The large
shadow cast by the towers may have
an impact, but I can't say if they will
directly inOuence the pond." If the
Bio Dept. Head can't say, where does
the author get the brass to portray an
uninformed, heavily biased .statement

Observer staff:
Your new home page is excellent.
I especially like the links to other news
sites~ Why not try for a "homie." See
below.
David E. Kaufman, Professor
Department of Sociology
From: cvoice@campusvoice.com
To: KAUFMAN@CWU.EDU
Subject: Home Page Award ($100
Prize) .· •.•• ". . : • , • , : , .

Let's not forget that the studem government el~etions arc right around
the corner. If you recall l~tst year's clecJipns, they were shrouded in controversy and put a bad taste in the electorate's mouths.
WelL this year there is no 5uch probleni with the candidates. The r~a~

f.

•

•

•

Jason Brown
student

Prof likes Observer web site; suggests
entry into 'homie' page competition

BOD elections suck... again
,

just loved that one. Finally, there is the
inaccurate cover statement: "Hacky
sack the new habit..." Wake up and
study history, folks" Hackies have
been kicked in the U.S. since the sixties. and in Japan for over a thousand
years. For a college newspaper; this
kind of amateurish, biased, and inac- curate reporting makes my junior high
paper look good.

'

I

son'1

as a fact in the headline of the school
paper? The secondary title is even
worse: "Water towers threaten to destroy outdoor science lab." Question:
when did water towers become antieducational terrorists? Third item:
With all the controversy over sexual
harassment, couldn't you guys at least
spell it right? Fourth: Nice of the
"Observance" column to, in classic
logical comparative fashion, equate a)
administrators with b) Nazis and c)
Josef Stalin. Many Profs on campus
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· • Hey Web Page Creator,

There arc no candidates! There are four people runnmg for president, two
for execuu ve vice president. and one for each other position except vice president Lor c4u1ty and community service. As of the closing date for filing, no
one had applied for that position.
11 · s an embarrassment that we. as ;i society. take pride in the fact that we
, have a government ''By the people, for the people" yet very few of the people
want to participate.

form nominating yourself or a friend
(you·' re so nice), then cross your
fingers ... and maybe spruce up your
page since Homie's goingto visit you.
Homie (you'll learn all about him on
our page) will pick his favorite pageone each week-to receive his eponymous award. As Ed McMahon would
bellow at this point: You could be t~e
next winner!
Come on down! · ·,
Any questions, queries.etc.? Contact us at homie®campµsvoice.com
or go to HTTP: · //www.
campusvoice . com.

Clarifications to CATTRAX ·story
Hello Observer,

LETTER WRITERS:

All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m·. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification . Please.write to the reader rather than to any specific person.
.The Observer reseNes the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste.
Send letters to: Bouil~on 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring them
to the n~ws~oo~ (Bouillon 222, FAX ~63-1026). You may also se~~ ,
letters via,e mail to Observer@c;vv.u,.~du. ' · ·' '' · ' · ' · ' " " " · ' ·

Campus Voice: The College Site is
awarding $100 a week to the best rock. ing homepages between now and the
middle of May .... plus there will be a
$1,000 grand prize to the best of the
best! Or. to be more specific, our mascot, Homie, is giving away the dough.
All you have to do is come to our site
- that's http: // www . campusvoice .
com - and you can have a chance to
win· some cool green - not to mention
- the coveted Homic Award seal of
. ~P,pr9val to post on your web site.
' ' Well, maybe it''s not their easy ..
When you get thei:_e, just fifl out a I ittle

We at the CWU Library were
pleased to-read your coverage in the
April ! I issue of the work we ' ve done
improving CATTRAX. We hope the
CWU community will find the
changes helpful.
.
,
1

Your story indicated that
CATTRAX is "otherwise known as"
· a "Quick Reference Guide." This is a
major understatement - it is a
comprehensive online library cataJog and a gateway to many Internet
resources!
I suspect your reporter mistook the
title of a pamphlet we created to help

system.
Also. unmentioned in the article
was the fact that our system is now
accessible via Jhe World Wide Web.
The address is http://library.cwu.edu
Thanks for helping us spread the
word about the new CA TTRAX .
Greg Shymko

~~~~.e?}? P?~,n.~ ~)~\ a. ~°.~,P.~~- ?f ,..•v.~s,itor,s}i,se ?~i:. c.~~a:lgg,(,~iJl~q '.'Q~i,ck ,, ·Posu.~~1pJ~l~~\~r.~~~''. qp,ra,ri.;in... :
clanhcat1ons m your story, 'however. Referenc_~.Qmde"l for the nam~ 9f the
.
.
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. '. '· _
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9::rvEn-f\G .
by Shawn Harris

Staff reporter
If you are one of those -unfortunate

students that has had to deal with a
vehicle prowl or a bicycle theft, I
know ·exactly where you are coming
from.
Several days ago my car was broken into and the thieves made off with
my stereo and various other odds and
ends.
After reporting the crime to the
campus police. I was informed that the
chances of me ever seeing my things
again was very remote.
If you recall, in last fall's issues of
the Observer, there were many things

reported stolen due to vehicle prowling however, the criminals in the 'ring'
of theft used the same methods on almost all the cars prowled and were
eventually caught.
"We made the case back then and
eventually knew who the guy was. We
just needed to find him", Lieutenant
Kevin Higgins of the campus police
department said.
The arrest and subsequent conviction of the crook led to the disappearance of vehicle prowling on campus,
until recently.
Bicycle theft is a common crime on
college campuses, especia11y when the

weather warms up and more students
use them. One of the main reasons for
bicycle theft is that they are not properly locked up or, not locked up at all.
Some students only lock their front
tire to the bike rack and don't realize
how easy it is to have someone remove
it and carry off their bike. Other students lock the bike to itself (through
the front tire and to the frame) which
has the same result.
However, there are some easy solutions to these problems.
First of all, if you own a car, park
it in well lighted areas to deter prowlers. Also, if you own a faceless tape

Talkin' 'bout stuff: Baby Kissing I0I
Opinion piece by Citizen P
and Citizen C
Once again another ASCWU election is underway. There will be fliers
posted everywhere and people handing out candy asking for your vote.
The candy part of campaigning happens to be my favorite.
You're right, the candy part isn't
so bad, but the empty promises,
baby kissing and overall vulturelike attacks are obnoxious.

What gets into people? Elections
seem to bring out the worst in everyone involved.
People become overly competitive
and take things personal. It's a student
government election. not the presidency of the United States.
Speaking of presidencies, did you

know that there are four people running for AS president, yet there are
only two for executive vice president,
one for each of the vp positions and no
one for vp for equity and community
service.
There's that competitive greed
again. Everyone headed straight for
the top!

How do the students know if these
people are even qualified?
I guess you could tell a little from
their campaign statements, but otherwise you need to stay close to the
election process.

It seems that most students are
turned off by elections, especially after last year's scandals.
You'd think that all the publicity would spark some interest, if
nothing else, make students initiate

Performa· 6214

8i11BIIGB. CD. W monitor
Its multimedia capabilities will
show you why the ~lac· is one of
the most advanced computers. And
with built·in CD-RO~I driVe, ke\'·
board. mouse and all the software
you·n need, it makes it e3Sier
.to bring your work to life.

Maybe it's the public scrutiny that
students want to avoid. After all, you
can be placed under the microscope if
you make a wrong move.
But, you should be held accountable if you screw up.

Yeah, but the BOD tried to do that
this year and their decision was overturned. Is there any check and balance
system or can you get away with murder?
I guess that if you commit the
crime, you no longer have to do the
time - that officer happens to be
running again!

People are human and make mistakes, yet is this the type of example
that an AS officer should be setting for
the constituents of this University?
The disappointing part is that he only

J6MBIIGB. CD. 15# mom/or
With its amazing multimedia
capabilities you can easily bring
your work to life. \Vith built-in
stereo sound. video graphics and
animation-its whr rnur work
\\ill never look sound the
same again.

or
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CWU e-mail search
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Bouillon second floor
All campus welcome
Ooorprizes
Demonstratrions
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student government elections

change by getting involved.

Power Mac· 7500/100

or CD player make sure to take it with
you. And, as obvious as this is going
to sound, always lock your doors.
If you own a bike, always lock it to
a well anchored object like a pole or
bike rack.
Students should register their bike
with university police for identification in case it is recovered.
Yes, I am aware that these ideas are
not foolproof.
I have read that entire bike racks
have been carried away so the thief
could work on the lock at their desired
location and l also know that having
your car radio in your trunk or room
is not going to stop a thief from taking your entire car.

\m

NEW IS
ON THE
HORIZON.

needs one vote to win the election
since he's running unopposed.
You never know. Maybe there
will be a write-in candidate this
year.

Let's write-in Bob Packwood for
vice president, that would be a tough
race. Kind of like choosing between
apples and apples.
That position is being handed out
on a silver platter.

Yeah, but so are three others, so
why should this one make a difference?
I guess we'll have to chalk this up
as another learning experience in
the election process. Let's hope that
something positive results from this
whole fiasco.

Yeah, and that's what we thought
about last year's elections.
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Hey, you. Yeah you. Down here. I'm talking to you.
I know what you're thinking. It's a talking ant. Well, get
over it. 'Cause I got a beef to grind. All I've been hearing about
lately is how powerful Macintosh· computers are. The power of
multimedia. The power of easy Internet .access. The.power
of cross-:platform compatibili,ly;,A,nd .oi:t ~11JJ of that, App,le is, ,
practically giving all that power away with their incredibly
·low campus prices. Well, you know what I say?,Power
is being able to lift 12 times your own body weight,
pal. See that leaf over there? I'm gonna
PowerBook· 5300cs/100
go bench press it.
81500.llB. Pou·erPC teclmology

ll

G.ivesyou tl.exibility that other note·
books still try to imitate. Flexibility
that gives you multimedia like you've
never experienced before. easy
access to the t\et and cross-platform
. compatibility. And flexibility to do
i· all that, wherever you are.

,_
For more information tisil us on /be !11ten1et at bttp:l!bed !1110 apple com!

•

Buy a Mac· before you pack.

For more information contact
Blaine Wilson at the University Store

963-1335
Offers sho1111 tlbore expire ,If,~· 15. 1996. 51.>e yo!'r campus store for de/ails about lbe Apple Computer loaf!- © /996 Apple Computer. Inc. Alf n/{IJ/s reserred. Apple. tfJe Apple logo. fa1·l!r'lhter. Macintosh. Per_fornw. PowerBooli a111i S/1'/elfrilt•r 11r1• r1'.~i,leretl tradt•mcirks or".-V'flle t.i11111•1111•r J11c ' •
Potrer Mac al'!! trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc. Pou·erPC is a trademark of lnternat1onal Business ,lft1cbti1es Corporc1/1on. met/ under ltc1!11se tfJerefrom. All Jft1cinlosb computers tit'!! des(l{ned lo be 11cce.o;.>1ble to 111di1·id11t1/s 1ntfJ dt.((lbtlt/1·. To !.•am more ({ :s 011/i). wll S!!V 1>1111 --.1·11s nr Tff sl/11
i55-060/.
.
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People's Pond to officially re-open on May 15
by Cory Rikard
Staff reporter
When Cent ral students find thcmsc l\' CS bored out of their minds, racking their hrai ns trying to fig ure out
what to do on a 90° Friday afternoon,
they ca n head J ow n to th e Irene
Rinehart Ri \'e rfront Park , and enjoy
the great outdoors.
Th e park . 01hcrwi se known as
·Peopl e· s Pond,· opens to the pub1ic May J 5. Located a mile down
Umptaneum Road , just after Red
Robin, this spacious 117-acre park
has become very popular because of
· its many features that cater to all.
"The open area is fantastic and
well maintained and there are no authorities around to intimidate you,"
said sophomore Charles Francis .
"It· s a great place to go play sports
or to simply relax."
With its vast, open spaces. "the
Pond' not only offers fun for
volleyballers. swimmers. and
barbequers. but also hikers. The
Atwana Trail offers spectacular
scenery through forested, rugged
land that surrounds a vast majority of
the park, with more plans for developing trails in the near future. It is
a great way to work off stress from
a hectic work or school week.
Freshman Chris Hull said he enjoys the natural surrounding.

Rinehart Riverfront Park
(Peoples Pond) opens
officially on May 15. To get
to the park head down Main
St. and take a right at
Subway. Follow Umptaneum
Road for a mile the
entrance to the park will
be on you right.

Garrett Grobler/Observer

"With the weather being so warm volleyball. and then go cool down in
and lhe days gelling longer, after .the pond ," said freshman Amanda
classes you can come down and walk Lisics. "There are plenty of places
around the trails or just relax in the to tan and hang out with guys."
sun," he said.
"It's a very nice and well drawn
The Atwana Trail is just one of out place to enjoy your recreational
the great activities to enjoy. The activities." said junior Ryan
pond itself is another popular feature Johnson. ··on nice days, it's a good
that attracts many guests.
place to meet women. The water is
"My friends and I love lo play pretty clean, and there is plenty of

,Cast your troubles away
by Mark Weller
Staff reporter
An angler stands rigid as the water
rushes by him. Drawing his arm back.
he propels it forward like a whip toward
the fishing hole centered behind a large
boulder. He watches patiently as his fl y
gently drifts toward its destination.
Holding his breath, he waits fo r the anticipated strike. His hearing is almost
deafened by the roar of the rapids. The
smell of his old fish ing hat fi ll s his nostrils. mixed with the fragrance of hlooming flowers. Patiently, he guides his mJ
along the path of the dri!'ting lly. Just as
he attempts to retrieve it, the lly vanishes
in a spray of water. Instinctively, he
raises the tip l)f his rod like he learned
as a child. The fish tugs back as his hall le
begins. and with this first real rush of
adrenaline. he r.calizes that fishing season has begun.
Lake:-.. ronds and reservoirs arc open
year-round. hut n' ers. streams and hca"er porn.b ,m. not open until June I. This
doc..,n 't mean that one can ·1 hit the local
puhlic li:-.h1ng areas for some springtime
I un .. The \\Cather is gelling\.\ armer and
the fishing\.\ ill hcgm tn heat up a:-. well.
acrnrd111g tn local fohmg experts.
Fur the beginner or someone who
just wanb to get away fnim the dorm for
a'~ hilc. there i' the traditional hait and
!ad,lc setup. A license can he acquired
at 131-man along "With most of the c~scn. tiab such as lures, line. houl-.s and artiric1al hail. Li\'Cha11(i.e. worms) can he
purL·hascd at Mr. G· s Grnccry .
Fisherman who like to use a !ly pole
~ttn get what they want at Cooper's Fly
~hop on Main Street. Fon Mac and
;
1 nas Trading Post also carry an as-

sortment of flies and fly-fishing necessities.
Fly fishing on the Yakima River has
not yet opened. so a road trip to the Sun
Lakes area near Ephrata. might be a
good idea.
Fly fishermen can take l-90 east tow1rds Spokane until the exit for Ephrata.
After taking this exit, the Sun Lakes
campi ng area signs should come into
view. Lake Lenore, an alkaline lake, is
located in this area. About this time of
year the Lahontan cutthroat is spawning
near its shores.
Because of Lenore's alkaline nature.
cutthroat arc the only game fish thac
thrive in the water. This average trout
size is ahout the same as a small steelhead; right around 28 inches. Fishing is
furious and fun to say the least. It is possible to land over thirty fish in a span of
about two hours. From March I through
May 3 I. it is catch and release only. This
mcam fishermen can't use live bait and
hooks mu~t be barb less. Regardless. fish
arc spawning and are relativciy soft.
Lahontan cullhroat fight like an ocean
'lalmon. and those who hook one should
he prepared for quite a battle. Useful
11 ics include dark col orcd leeches and
chrnnim1ds. T!rn, lake will provide
plenty or action and pictures as well .
Puhlic fishing areas closer to
Ellen~burg include the ponds along I-82
and those located on Canyon Road just
hefore the canyon. To get to the ponds
along 1-82. Fishem1cn should take Vantage Highway and then a right onto Old
Numhcr Six Road until a hrown public
fishing area sign comes into sight. To
get access to the ponds nearthe Yakima
RiYer. fishermen rnn rollow the Canyon
Road umil they sec the puhlic fis hing
signs.

space for everyone."
Since it is a city owned and operated park, there are some rules and
regulations to be followed. Dogs arc
not allowed in the park area, only on
the trails with leashes. Consumption
of alcohol is prohibited.
Craig Carlson, the recreation director responsible for the area, said
the overall 'theme' of the park is that

it is family oriented.
Due to the recent flooding, the
park has sustained some damage, but
Carlson said it will be ready for its
official opening. Hours will be 8
a.m. to dusk daily,. Overnight camping is not allowed.
"It's a relaxing spot to go to on a
hot afternoon and just 'park it'," said
sophomore Jeff Martin.

These 'Jokers' aren't kidding
by Sarah Petty
Staff reporter
The image that comes to many
peopl e's minds when they think of
industrial rock is loud, long-haired,
ta ttoo cov ered man iacs who
scream and smash their guitars
during a live performance . But,
even if you' re not into the Industrial scene, you may still want to
check out Killing Joke's new album, Democracy.
Dubbed the "Forefathers of Industrial," Killing Joke are one of
rock's most influential bands .
Bands including Nirvana,
Metallica, Nine Inch Nails, and
Soundgarden, claim that Killing
Joke has been a great influence on
their music.
Band members Jaz Coleman,
Youth, and Geordie got started in
the UK m 1979, with their first release: an EP titled Tum to Red.
They recorded various albums
throughout the '80s and have continued in the '90s.
The alhum's title track states:
''Democracy is changing." It is the
band's quest ion on what democracy really is in today's world.
"[The band] is basically ques tioning whether what we have is
actually democracy or not. . .It's
questioning where that has gone
wrong and how that can be curbed
to a deg ree and changed," Youth
said. "And it is changing, .. around
the world, and in America."
Some songs on the album were
written about personal experience}

Killing Joke band members from left to right are Youth, Jaz Coleman
and Geordie Walker.
Photo courtesy of Alison Dyer and Zoo entertainment
and beliefs. The track, "Absent
Friends," was inspired by a belief the
band shares about friends and family members who have died. Another track titled "Prozac People,"
was written by Coleman after an
eighteen-month period where he was
on Prozac to treat his depression.
Overall, Democracy is a mellow
album compared to others that the
band has recorded. If you are familiar with previous Killi ng Joke releases, you will notice thi s. If you
are not, you may think of it as
hardcore. While the album is a
softer version of Industrial rock, the
band did not fail to include some
songs that are tru ly Industri al. The

softness is heard especially when
there are no vocals. Coleman's
voice lends a Metallica feel, a huge
contrast to the music itself.
For the most part, I enjoyed this
album. A few of the songs are a
little more harsh than I prefer, but
it is tolerable and can be enjoyed
in the right setting. I recommend
this album to anyone who enjoys
rock music, but te nds to shy away
from hardcore, guitar-smashing
tunes. If you don't like deep, raspy
voices Democracy is not fo r you.
Democracy j ust hit mu sic
stores Apri l 16 for those who are
inte rested in ad ding something
new to the ir CD collections.
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Up and Coming ·

J
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T\.\utt•'•'I..
~·' ' '
All Day, Hertz Recital Hall
Invitational High School Choral
Festival
Coordinated by: Dr. Geoffrey Boers

-

8 a.m.- noon, Michaelsen Hall, Rm.
106; Red Cross First Aid Training
1 - 5 p.m .• Michaelsen Hall. Rm. 106;
Red Cross CPR Training
Sponsored by: Environmental Health
and Safety Office

-

l p.m., CWU Field
Women's Softball
v. Western Washington University

-

- ~\

"°

-

7:30 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
ReJOYce in Jesus Campus Fellowship

~1\

Tue.s'eya

'9

University Store closed all day

5 p.m., SUB 204
Women's Student Organization

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group

7 p.m., SUB 204
Young Republican's Club

2-3 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: How to find the job you
want.
Sponsored by: Career Development
Services

-

-

--

5:30 p.m., Counseling Center
S.T.E.P.S Meeting

7 p.m., Thunderbird
"Romantics"
$15.00

6 p.m., SUB 204
PRSSA
All students welcome!

fttaJay..
~·' ' ..
All Day, Hertz Recital Hall

6 p.m., SUB 209
GALA Meeting

Invitational High School Choral
Festival
Coordinated by: Dr. Geoffrey Boers

7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center
Chi Alpha Meeting

-

Noon, SUB Pit
Chu-xiong Zhou, Chinese Master of
Tai-Chi
Tai-Chi Demo and Participation Event
Sponsored by: International Studies &
Programs
3:00p.m.
Men's Baseball
v. Northwest Nazarene College

-

4 p.m., Dean 102
Science seminar: "Evalution of
Behavior Changes resulting from
Different Hatchery Rearing Conditions
in Leavenworth Spring Chinook"
Speaker: Terry De Vietti

-

7:00 p.m., Grupe Center
Chu-xiong Zhou, Chinese Master of
Tai-Chi
"Tai-Chi, English and Freedom in
America"

-

7:30 p.m., Conference rm.
Savings (5th & Main)
Jewish sabbath service

@

Sterling

7:30 p.m., McConnell Auditorium
"Robin Hood of Sherwood Forest",
family theatre
S6.00
8:30 p.m., Austin 's Eats
Live band : "Steve Lalor Band"
Folk band from Seattle, recording live
album!
S3.00

-

9:00 p.m., Club Central
Dance
Co-sponsored by: S.T.F..P.S. and the
Women's Resource Center

..

9:30 p.m.- 1:30 a.m., The Buckboard
Live band : '' The Willies''
no cover

Sa1'utt'~yf· ~·~•\· -~q
<J:JO a.m., Kaatz residen'ce
Jewish sahbath services
92.5-1465for~1uor1?jnf<>'~-

..'. ~:

· .·,.~;.: ._·. •

11:00 a.m.
Men's Baseball
v. Nor thwest Na zai:ene College
1:00 p.m.
Women 's Softball
@ University of Puget Sound

-

7:30 p.m., McConnell Auditorium
"Kohin Hood of Sherwood Forest",
family theatre
S6.00

-

9:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m., The Buckboard
Live band: ''The Willies"
no cover

~-"" ~·'

Sleep in!

"

,,

by Lydia West
Staff reporter

4 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
KCAT Meeting

1 p.m., CWU Field
Women's Softball
v. Simon Fraser

7:30 p.m., Club Central
Speaker: Katie Koestner
Subject: Campus sexual assault ·
No Charge
Sponsored by S.T.E.P.S.

\

3 p.m., SUB Owhi Rm.
Speaker: Consul General Naotoshi
Sugiuchi, Consulate-General, Seattle
"U.S./Japan Relations"

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group

-

Spike Lee's 'Girl 6': six is for sex

~cay..~·',,

-

7 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
Forum: "It's a Small World"
Presented by: The International
Student Association
8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Spring Concert: Chamber Orchestra
conducted by': Dr. Dan Baldwin

WJ~Jav. ~1\

Observer

?i

University Store cfosed aifday
2p.m.
Women's JV Softball
@ Bellevue Community College

-

"Girl 6," riding on the wave of
Spike Lee's popularity, sailed into
Ellensburg last weekend.
Starring Theresa Randle, Isaiah
Washington, and Spike Lee himself,
"Girl 6" is the story of a struggling,
young actress (Theresa Randle) who is
trying desperately to break into show
business.
While she won't sink to the tawdry
level of bearing her breasts in a
Quentin Tarantino movie, she decides
that becoming a phone-sex girl, "Girl
6," is a good way to pay the rent, uphold her dignity (whatever). and practice her acting (uh-huh).
Known only as "Girl 6" or Lovely
Brown, her surname, until the very end
of the film , she represents struggling
actresses everywhere who refuse to
accept roles that portray women as
mere sex objects. Sure, being referred
to as a number and fulfilling men' s
fantasies over the phone doesn't contribute to that stereotype at all.
Billed as a comedy, the only thing
that is laughable about this film is its
failure to actually tell any kind of realistic story. While the film's themes
are truly different and the story isn't
one often told, but does it need to be?
The film attempts to show Lovely
struggle to keep her dream of becoming an actress alive , while getting
sucked into the life of a phone sex
operator. She begins her glamorous
career in an office with a bunch of
other girls who have numbers for
names.
They have a fabulous time, holding
practice sessions, reading magazines,

Spike Lee's latest is being promoted as a comedy and is now showing at
Grand Central theater.
Photo courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
and doing their nails. Then, she gets ened?).
hooked, She gets her own private line
The only man who treats her like a
at home where men can call her for person is her lovable neighbor and
phone-sex fun.
friend, Jimmy (Spike Lee). Jimmy
The conflict in this film is supposed collects baseball memorabilia and has
to be Lovely's horrible phone-sex ad- dreams of striking it rich in 20 years,
diction, but the problem is, it doesn't when he'll cash in his collection.
look that horrible. The film provides
There are several directions the
some suspense when a homicidal- movie starts to go in, but it never gets
sounding customer finds out where anywhere. To add to its disjointedshe lives, but it lasts all of 5 minutes. ness, Lovely goes off into her own
He never comes over.
little daydream world frequently, castIsaiah Washington stars as ing herself in various acting roles.
Lovely's kleptomaniac ex-husband
There's also some weird attempt to
who is in and out of her life. After create a phone-sex saint, when Lovely
getting a sample of her new, sexy pro- gives an envelope of money to a critifession, he tries to "reach out and cally injured little girl. The movie is
touch someone," but she makes it clear full of half-baked ideas that need a
that she will only be treated like a · little more time in the oven.
tramp on the job.
If you're into phone-sex, you're in
Their relationship is never really the mood to "get in the mood," and
established, but somehow they end up you don't really care about a story line,
making out in a downpour of multi- go see it. If you actually look for subcolored telephones (Are you fright- stance in a movie, I'd skip this one.

Observer Online to host open · house

2-3 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Writing Effective
Resumes/ Cover Letters
Sponsored by: Career Development
Services

by Garrett W1edme1er
Online editor

An open house, door prizes and
live demonstrations mark the unveiling of the Observer's newly designed
World Wide Web site Thursday, April
25.
Editors and staff writers will illus-

3p.m.
Men's Ba'ieball
@ Whitman College

-

5 p.m., Bouillon Rm 101
National Broadcasting Society
6 p.m., Studio East Dining Hall
Residence Hall Council Meeting

-

8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
Concert: Guest artist Kairo's
Quartet

trate new Observer Online features
during the event, such as the searchable CWU e-mail database, the electronic guestbook, interactive forms
and games, animated icons and the
newsgroup-like discussion forum.
Scheduled from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. on
Bouillon Hall ' s second floor, the

~
1

SK

8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m., The Buckboard
Live band: "Lattestone"
no cover

, :

The Mint
70's dance party

IMA

Tandem Jumps
Available

1"ws.la'/.a ~a\ ~
National Volunteer Day
Barge 204M
Interview: J.C. Penney
(Internships only)
Contact Career Development Services
@ 963-1921
' \. "~ .. • ,,

Leonard Kunz

....

WE BAKE

•

Barge204M ·
Interview: Nestle Brand~ · · • ''
• ·· •
Contact Career DeveloppieQ~ Ser v,rcer '
@ 963-1921
. .. ' ' ' • .

_·:.: xou BAKE

-

PIZZA

1 p.m., CWU Field
Women's Softball
v. Eastern Oregon State College

-

2-3 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: How to be Successful at
Interviewing
Sponsored by: Career Development
Services

PIZZA - CALZONE - LASAGNA - SALAD

-

3 p.m., Randall 118
Speaker: Dr. Richard Negron, Prof.
of History, University of CA, Davis
"The Department Store of Religions"

-

7 p.m., Grupe Center
Reading: Colleen J. McElroy, poet
and short story writer

Anyone interested in getting information in the calendar needs to submit it to
Bouillon Hall, Rm. 222 by 4 p.m. on Friday the week before publication.

Produced by: Laura Lucchesi

event is open to all students and faculty.
During the open house, pictures
taken with an electronic camera will
be fed to the front page of the Observer Online within minutes, demonstrating the immediacy of news and
information possible with the Internet.
The Observer Online opened its
electronic doors last quarter after the
Observer received a grant from the
Alumni office. The open house event
and unveiling has been in the planning
and production stages since the middle
of winter quarter.
In addition to all the electronic
hoopla, Observer staff will provide
quick tours and insight into the operation of the self-supporting and studentmanagcd newspaper.

f

•Fresh dough rolled daily
•Excellent Pizza

• Friendly Service
•Excellent Prices

Call ahead

Food stamps
gladly accepted
on you bake
products.

and your
order will
be waiting!

ELLENSBURG • 925-6677
Historic Downtown - 309 N Pearl Street
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Something to do at the bars (you . know, besides drink)
by Lori Bigelow

·Staff reporter
For those in the 21 and older crowd,
the bars around Ellensburg have a lot to
offer in entertainment. They're not just
places to drink anymore. Many of the
bars are ready to have fun.
Country western is kickin' at the
Buckboard for all honky tonk fans.
Tuesday nights feature kareoke and
darts; Wednesday through Friday are
band nights. Next month, mixed
doubles pool will begin.
"Currently we are looking for one
more team that the Buckboard will sponsor," said Mary Buck, owner.
A tight fitting jeans contest, is also
planned during the last three Wednesdays in May, with cash prizes award~d
to both male and female winners.
At the Mint, it's time to get down and
boogie. On Tuesdays and Thursdays
customers can tell the DJ what they want
to hear, then go dance the night away.
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday nights
are theme nights. Past themes included
70's disco, R&B. Hat, and Dance Party.
"We are looking for any new theme
ideas and would love to hear any suggestions," said Mark Misiewicz, owner.
The mixed doubles pool league is
looking for four teams the Mint will
sponsor. Teams will consist of two men
and two women. Sign up sheets are at the
Mint.
Also, for anyone who plays darts, a
1996 cricket league will be starting as

\N

soon as teams are put together.
A new menu offers "the grinder" (a
hot sandwich), french bread pizza. and
nachos. ·
"There's a lot happening down here,
and the Mint fills up fast. So if you want
to get. in on the fun, come down before
l Opm," said M~iewicz.
Those of age can mosey on down to
the Horseshoe on Monday nights for free
pool. Thursday's kareoke will have you
singing all night long.
If being under-age is a problem.
don't feel left out. There are plenty of
activities here in Bllensburg for all college students. ·
Adeline' s Restaurant and Lounge
has changed their name to "Adeline's
Blues Cafe." The wall has been knocked
down and a pool table has been added.
On the April 19 they will open a section
downstairs where gourmet pizza will be
served. Tuesday and Thursday nights
will feature local Blues, Rock. Contemporary, and Reggae bands.
"We allow minors into the cafe until
8 p.m.," said Ron Robertson. manager
at Adeline's. ''There is a great studying
atmosphere and we keep up on all the
new music coming out. Not to mention
the great food, where we cook to please."
Fans of 80' s rock should check out
the Thunderbird Motel. Tonight the Romantics will be playing with Ravinwolf,
a local band from Roslyn, opening for
them.
Ravinwolf is a four piece assembly
and noted for their soulful originals and

Just

Roger Satnik, a Central grad student, shoots some pool at the Tav.
Michelle Lee Gehlman/Obmver

tales of the blues.
Ravinwolf will be hosting an outdoor
concert at the Environment & Health
Fair on Sunday, April 21st from 5pm7pm at the Kittitas county, fairgrounds
if you miss them tonight.
"Although there aren't a lot of big
bands scheduled, you should keep
checking twice a month for last minute
arrivals," said Russ Lovestedt, general
manager of the Thunderbird. "Some-

times bands don't get signed unt}l the last
minute and there isn't a lot of advertising."
For April and May, catch Reckles)i.
Fabulous Unknown, Something·Different, Flock of Seagulls, Missing· Person,
Humble Pie, and local country band, Full
Ride, with a $5 cover charge, only for
Full Ride. On June 7 and 8, the Seattle
based band Assiah will be here for your
listening pleasure.

·
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POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
- - ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
...,. 409 N. PINE ST.
. 925-2273
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MILLER BEER!
24 Pack Cans

$10.99

~KIM'S GEMSTONE CUTTING
~
Fine Jewelry • Jewelry Repairing
Oem Faceting • Polishing • Setting
High Quality • Fast Service • Special Orders
Diamonds • Colored Stones

Services for students
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Kl M LEANG I 509 925·4900
109 W. .3rd I Ellensburg, WA 98926
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Contests! Prizes!
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.. .·.. · ~re you lookingfor·an apartment
-:\·::.-. Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

·Anchor M Apartments
is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and
pick up an application, or
call 925-2725 for
f!ZOre information.
1901 N. Walnut
>Ellen~burg

Links to free software
http://www.att.com/college

AT&T
Your-True Choice
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Associat.ed St.udent.s St.at.ement on t.he Po-wer Poles
The ASCWU Board of
Directors has been relatively
quit?t concerning the "power
poles because we recognize
the issue for what it is: _a nonissue. We believe that the
University has taken more
than adequate steps to research alternative ideas and
solicit public comment.
However, no comments were
made until the first two poles
were erected.
As a responsible student
governing association, we
have sought out information
so that we are able to discern
between what is fact and
fiction. Our research has led
us to some particularly
interesting information. · From
individual research and an
open hearing, this is what the
student government has
learned:

Burying the lines would
be difficult because neither
Puget Power, nor any local
· contractor~ has expertise ill
this area. Furthermore, the
cost for maintaining -buried
lines is not provided for in
current budget levels.
EMF levels emitted
from hair dryers are about
30 times higher than
measurements taken from
the lines at their current
height. These levels will be
lessened even mote at the
110 foot height.
The new poles, as well
as the transmission lines,
were fabricated to our
specific design needs which
means that another contractor could not use them.
Additionally, they have a
low surplus value.
The University made

the most fiscally responsible
decision in the best interest
of the students and the
science building.
Besides using a limited
source of funds in a responsible manner, we also believe
that running the poles down a
street lessens the intrusiveness of their impact on our
campus. Considering the full
scope of the Campus Master
Plan, we realize that this
decision was well thought
out, responsibly handled, and
in the best interest of the
students.
Additionally, the Community Development Committee, which was initiated
after recent contracting
issues, has also considered
this issue. The committee's
efforts have largely been to
estimate and forecast rela-

costs which will be deducted
from the science facility
budget. A decision to redirect
the lines near their current
location would be against_the
students' best interest and the
future plans for our campus.
The ASCWU urges the Board
of Trustees not to bow to a
minority public opinion
concerning these power lines.
Finally, if the Board decides
that the poles must come .
down, the Associated Stu- ·
dents urge you to find outside
funding rather than impact a
science facility that is designed for the future education of Central Washington
University students.

Community Service Project

NEXT SENATE MEETING

During the month of
February, the ASCWU
sponsored a community
service quilt project.
Students and community
members worked together to create quilt
squares which are being
used to make childrens
quilts. These quilts will
be donated to the Homeless Shelter and the
Battered Womens Shelter
of Ellensburg.
This project exemplified the willingness of
CWU students and

April 17 at 6:00 in SUB 20617

••••••••••••••••••••••

NEXT FUNDS COUNCIL MEETING
April 22 at 5:00 in SUB 116

BENEFIT DANCE
FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND
SEXUAL ASSAULT SHELTER

tions between the University
and Ellensburg communities.
Our last meeting indicated
that this is a non-issue.
Most of us agreed that the
opposition to the power
poles is a vocal minority.
Others added that the local
media has reported a larger
opposition than really exists.
It has also been noted that
the University made a
responsible decision in light
of financially conservative
times.
In conclusion, the
ASCWU Board of Directors
have determined that the
University has acted responsibly in seeking public
comment and utilizing
limited resources. If a
decision is made to change
the current plans, the students refuse to encumber the

Be on the Preview Week Staff
and add to your Res um~!
Applications due May I
Boullion 204

in Student

April 19 at 9:00pm in Club
Central
SP/.JNSOREJ> BY WSO ANO OTHER STULJL'NT ORGANJZA110NS

Ellensburg community
members to help _others
in need. "It was a great
success" stated Debi
Ross, Vice President for
Equity and Community
Services.
Although the quilts
had a projected completion date of March, the
task of sewing the
squares together is
taking more time than
anticipated. Volunteers
are hoping to display the
finished quilts in the SUB
during finals week.

It's Time To Vote!

Trumpetfest '96 is Coming!

It is that time of year
again to get off your fanny and
make a difference at Central
Washington University. What
does this mean? It means it is
time to vote in the. 1996
ASCWU Board of Directors
Student Elections! This is
your best opportunity to have
your voice heard -- by voting.
The Office of Legislative
Affairs strongly urges students
to become informed about the
issues and the candidates, then
go out and vote in the Primary
Ele~tion on 'f.hursday,. April · ·
·24, .and ,in the General ·Elec- ·
tio~ on Thursday, May ,1. - ·

Do you remember the
trumpet players to come to
standing committees that deal .
good old days, in high
CWU in years. The guest
specifically with issues that
school or junior high, when
star lineup will include such
directly affect all students of
you were in your school
trumpet players as Charles
CWU. With each committee
band? Does your mom still
Butler, Principal Trumpet for
position filled, not only do we
say that you could have
the Grammy winning Seattle
have student representation,
been a great musician like
Symphony, Clay Jenkins,
we have a strong student
Lawrence Welk? Do you
renowned LA Jazz artist, Joe
voice that can influence
ever look .at your horn and
Marcinkiewiscz, instrument
decisions being made regardthink about dusting it off
manufacturer and artist, as
ing students. and playing· again? Well, if
well as our own Thomas
Not only does this give
'"
lk
G
p
.c
f
T
Over
70
committee
L
h
t e awrence vve comause, ro1essor o rumpet
you the opportunity to
ment applies to you, maybe
at CWU.
positions will become
become involved and active ·
this isn't up your alley. But
This day promises to be
available in June for students on campus, joining a commitif you love great Jazz and
very exciting, with jazz
to serve on f~r the 1996-_ . . . t.e~ en~bJes you to work
~l~ssic~l. IJlUSiC,_tll_eh"
W?rk~hops an~ - COnC~S , , -: :: J997 ~~a~emlC school y~ar. , ·~ollabpratively: Wlth.oilier,. . ,
TRUMPETFE$T. '96: l .: - .. perfo~e:d,-9-¥·:tM-:C.~U
:
,~o~!P;~tt(e~.•stJ~j~~s camgu.,~ -,, : ·s.t~depts,Jaculty; an~ ~~ii)ip- , : .
(spcmsored,·by CWt:J _ · - · · T~u~~~~~?J~~ ~fie CWlJ: >:J~~i,q~,,:~opr~:~.... ~.~-ad,~mi.a .
istratprsjn mak~ng.tl)e.be~t~, , ~ ,
Trumpet .C lub mid Mnsic 1 ' ' · Jazz EnseJ'n'lJle: Don't miss · · ' - appeals~ p_ar'kmg vi?lations,
decisions:
·
Department) is for you!
out on this opportunity to
the council of probity, the
For more information on
On May 18, 1996, there hear some great music, cind
service and activities fees
how to serve on a standing
will be a solid wall of brass
the sound of some great
committee and many more,
committee, contact the
coming from Hertz Music
trumpet players. For more
all need students to serve on
ASCWU office at 963-1691
Hall. It is not the Walls of
information and ticket prices, them.
or stop in at the SUB room
Jericho falling,' but rather
call the music office at 963The Board of Directors
l l6.
the greatest lineup of
1216.

Calling All Students!

>:

This Page is an advertisement paid for by the Associated Students of
Central "\V'ashington University
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Track men
by Paula Sartain
Staff reporter
The Central men overtook Western
Washington University and Northwest
College atthe "Spike Arlt Triangular,"
the only regular season home meet,
last Saturday.
"Anytime we beat Western it looks
good [statistically] and feels good."
assistant coach Charlie Smith said.
It was a close match between the
Wildcats and the Vikings, but Central
came back from their 75-63 deficit,
scoring 82 points to Western's 79.
"It all came down to the men's discus," Smith said. "And we did well."
Sophomore.Tony Hoiby and junior
Joe Pearce, placed first ( 152-8) and
second ( 145-4), respectively, to pull
Central ahead. Last Saturday, both
men improved their regional qualitying marks from previous meets.
Freshman James Day took first in
the steeplechase with a time of 9:40.3,
qualifying for regionals. He also won
the 5,000 meters in 16:10.9. Other
winners in running events were freshman Chris Courtney in the I 00 meters,
winning in I 0.9 seconds. Senior Jay
Spears won the 400 meters with a time
of 48.6. Jurnor Garth Lind rook first
in the 800 meters with a mark of
1:59.6.
Spears will not participate in nexr
week's meet due to an overworked
hamstring. He i.s expected to compete
al nationals, but according to Smith,
they are taking it week by week.
Senior Eric Tollefson traveled to
the University of Oregon Invitational,
instead of competing at Central, and
took first in the 10,000 'meters with a
time of 30:04.69, the fastest time since
1984. He topped the qualifying mark
required for the NAIA National meet

Veronica McGuire, ·
attempts the
regional
qualifying mark
of five foot six
inches

Temple A. Stark/Observer

---=---,~---

Anytime we beat Western it looks good
(statistically) and feels good.
Assistant Coach Charlie Smith
by I 1/2 minutes.
In field events. sophomore James
Neil placed first in the high jump with
6-0. Senior Rob Rising had seasonbest leaps in both the long jump (22-2
112) and triple jump (43-8_3/4).
Running the third leg of the 4x4
relay, Rising broke away to take a 20yard lead, and the 'Cats took the win
in a time of 3:21.l.
"Rising and Myers put it away in
the four-by-four relay," said Smith.
In women's competition, Western
took the title. 103 to Central's 38. The
only wins for Central' s women were
in field events. Senior Veronica
McGuire leaped 5-4 feet, a seasonbest, and fresl}man Natalie Hutcheson
threw 124-0 feet to a victory in the

javelin to earn a victory.
Senior Rebecca Hill finished sec~
ond in the 1500 meters. with a regional
qualifying time of 4:51.6.
Next Saturday, the Wildcats will be
traveling to Tacoma to compete in the
UPS "Shotwell Invitational." On Sun- .
day and Monday, the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference MultiEvents Championship will be held at
Western Washington University in
Bellingham.
Senior BJ. Wilson will be defending his decathlon title; Hoiby and junior Kirk Palmberg will be joining Wilson in the decathlon. Junior Megan
Pkrut, who piaced second last year,
and junior Crystal Davis will be participating in the heptathlon.

Foster: honorable-mention All-American
by Curtis j. Nelson
Sports editor
Cetral' s men's basketball
team held its annual awards ceremony last week, with senior
Jeff Foster taking home the
team's most valuable player
honors.
Foster letl 'the te·am in scoring
with a 19.2 points-per-game
erage, as ·well as xeboimdi'ng' .·
(6.1) an'd rhree-poi·nf field goal
percentage (38.4).
These numbers earned him an
honorable mention All-American award. He also made the
third string of the Little Al!Northwest team, as well as first
tea'm on the Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference all-star
squad.
"It (being named All-American) was an honor." Foster said.
"I just wish the team could have
gone farther."
.
Foster said he has some options to continue his career. but
he has a year of school left. and
he wants to finish his education.

Jay S_pears went down while running the 200 meters. ·
Temple A. Stark/Observer

Softball has eye on
possible Conference
post-season berth
by Kristy Yingling
Staff reporter

av-.

·

Senior Jeff Foster recieved the most valuable player at the mens
basketball awards ceremony last week.
Brad Brockman/Observer
~enior Troy Steigman and junior Mike Blankenship shared the
team captain aw.ard this year.
Steigman led the team and the
PNWAC in assists, averaging 6.3
per game, as well as leading the
team in free throw. percentage
(74.4) and steals (51). He scored
8.0 points per game and won the
team's Hustle Award.
Blankenship scored 8;4 points

per game this year and is the
only starter among the six
letterman who will return next
winter.
Freshman Bryce Olson was
presented with the Gil Coleman
Insporational award, and freshman Tyce Nasinec won the Ken
Broches Coaches award.
Central finished the season
with a record of 15-15.

The Wildcats split w.ith. the Saint
Martin's Saints in Sunday's doubleheader.. The Saints won the first game
8-0, then the Wildcats bounced back
with a 2-1 win.
The Wildcats are tied 'for fourth
place in the Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference with 'a 3-5 record. aRd
have a 6- 15 overall record.
Coach Gary Frederick said that
defense was the key until the teams
batting starts to come around.
"Defensively we need to become a
much better team." Frederick said.
In the first game. the Wildcats had
six hits. two of them coming from senior second baseman Holly Fulton.
However the team was unable to score
any runs off of the Saints pitcher. The
Saints scored five of their runs in the
'-.'thitd~ inn1ng~wheJ1 Central made two

errors.
In the second game, the Wildcats
defeated Saint Martin's 2-1. Jpnior
Karissa Sandstrom was the wl,uning
pitcher. earning her second wiq~1~.,
"Our pitching is getting ~ong
fairly well." Frederick said. 121
Sandstrom walked only tw~ and
struck out six batters. Central SQOred
'>i
their first run in the fourth on a single
by Fulton.
' '
In the fifth inning freshman outfielder Darby Kanis hit a sacrif' ' e. fly
that scored junior outfielder < •rrie
Schoeppach. who led off the
mg
with a double.
As a result of the split. th wo
schools are now tied for fou rth ace
in the PNWAC.
Last Tuesday. the Wi ll ..: ats
dropped t WO non-league games
~~,...

See SOFTBALL/ Page IS
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Baseball team sweeps UPS over the .weekend
by Mike Parker
Staff reporter
The Wildcats got back into their
groove last weekend, when after losing six straight, the team swept four
against the University of Puget Sound.
Head coach Desi Storey was happy
with the sweep and is looking forward
to the rest of the season and a chance
at a playoff berth.
"We needed those wins," Storey
said. "UPS is a young club and we
needed to get our bats out again."
As for the team's chances for making the playoffs, Storey said: "We
can ' t lose anymore games th~n we
should, we have to win all the games
that we're supposed to.''
The pair of doubleheaders against
UPS began last Saturday at Tomlinson
Field. The team rallied in its first
game to pull out a 6-5 win. In the second game, the Wildcats smashed the
Loggers, 12-3.
In the opener, the Wildcats trailed
by a .run in the top of the fifth, but
David Blockinger had an RBI single
and Steve Poler stole home to put the
team up 6-5.
Wildcat pitcher Ryan Krueger kept
the team out of late trouble, coming
out of the bullpen to pitch two perfect
innings, getting three strikeouts and
earning a save.
Krueger also kept the Loggers
quiet in the second game, entering in
the seventh inning and insuring the
Wildcat's 12-3 victory.
Wildcat hitters belted the Loggers
in game two. Stellar performances

from Blockinger.and Mike Reese,
each with three hits, including a triple
for Blockinger and a double for Reese,
gave the team more than enough runs
to burn the Loggers.
On Sunday, the Wildcats traveled
to Tacoma for two more games with
UPS.
The teams were tied 2--2 in the
opener after three innings, when the
Wildcats turned on the chainsaw that
cut the Logger's pitching in half. With
the bases loaded in the top of the
fourth inning, Steve Poler smashed a
grand slam. It was the first of the season for the Wildcats.
Other Wildcat feats included three
hits from Jeremy Denny, two hits each

''

We needed those
wms. UPS is a
young club and we
needed to get our
bats out again.

- steve Poler stole home in the top of the fifth to give the Wildcats the 6-5 lead.
Temple A. Stark/Obsel'Ver
4 victory it was hard to imagine that

nings. The 'Cals held on to win 10-6.
Mark Stewart earned the win; his
fourth of the year.
On Tuesday April 9, the Wildcats
dropped a pair of games to Whitworth
College by scores of 4-2 and 7-2.
The first game this doubleheader
was dead even at 2-2 after five and a
half innings of play. It was deCided
when Whitworth standout Larry
Turner belted a triple off Ron
Jablonski in the bottom of th~ sixth,
helping the Pirates to thej r 4-2 win.
The Wildcats had seven hits in the
game, most notable a home run by
Blockinger, and a double by Poler.
The second game was a good one

they were the same bunch of guys who
had lost six straight games corning into
the weekend.
Beckley.believes the team is more
relaxed coming down the stretch and
having a little more fun.
"There 's a different atmosphere in
the dugout," Beckley said. "Everybody isn't on pins and needles praying our guy gets a hit."
The second game of Sunday's
doubleheader was the third in the series in which the Wildcats scored in
double digits. The victory was neve,r
in doubt as the Wildcats thumped the
Loggers 9-1 in just the first two in-

Head Coach Desi Storey
from Blockinger and Dwight
Davidson. including a two run homer
by Davidson in the first.
Wildcat right fielder Dana Beckley
also had three hits in the game.
As the 'Cats ran away with the l 7-

forCentral's Davidson. who had three
hits. Dav:dson was not the only
standout hitter; Blockinger had two
hits and went four for five in the
doubleheader.
Despite decent hitting, the Wildcats managed only to get two men
home. The Pirates had three double
plays. in the game, including one !hat
came in a no out, bases loaded situation.
The 'Cats have four home games
this weekend against Northwest
Nazarene. The first of the pair of
doubleheaders begins Friday at 2 p.m.
and the second is scheduled for Saturday at I I a.m.
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SOFTBALL: Team splits
with ·Saint Martin's
from page 13
against the Mountaineers from Eastern
Oregon State College.
In the opening game senior Julie
Harbison who has been out with a sore
shoulder, made her first pitching start
of the season. She pitched three hitless innings before being relieved by
Sandstrom.
Senior third baseman Brenda
Swanberg had four hits and junior
shortstop Brenda Compton had two
hits that lead the Wildcats offense.
The Mountaineers defeated the Wild-'
cats, 2-1.
In the next game the Mountaineers
out hit the Wildcats 10-5 resulting in
the 9-1 win.
Halfway through their conference
schedule Central is tied for fourth
place. They trail both Puget Sound
University and Western Washington
University by just one game in the race
for second place.

I
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Today at 1 p.m. Central is playing
a doubleheatler at home against
WWU. The WWU team is not an
over-powering team Frederick said,
and ifthe Wildcats play strong defense
the team has an excellent chance of
defeating the Vikings.
Central also has a doubleheader
here, Tuesday April 23, against Simon
Fraser at 1 p.m. Simon Fraser leads
the conference. Frederick said Simon
Fraser has pitching abilities similar to
the Wildcats except that they mix
things up, Such as bunting, drag
bunting, and slapping the ball.
Central's junior varsity team is
now 7-2 for the season. The JV Wildcats had a doubleheader sweep against
Walla Walla college on Sunday.
Freshmen catcher Jana Bishop and
sophomore infielder Amy Hughes
each had four hits which lead Central' s
JV team to 8-0 and 15-3 victories.
Bishop drove in six runs for the
Wildcats. In the first game she had a

two run homerun in the fifth. In the
sixth inning she also hit a game winning single. In the second game, she
hit a single and a double which resulted in scoring three runs.
On Saturday the Wildcats split with
Pacific Lutheran's JV, winning the
first game 6-5 before losing the second
game 5-3.
Freshman Tracey Madison pitched
a one-hit shut out for the Wildcats.
She retired the final 17 batters.
Bishop had three hits and drove in
two runs to lead Central. Freshman
outfielder Amber Rikerd had two hits
and scored two of Centrals three runs
in the second game.
The Wildcats next game is on
Wednesday, April 24, in Bellevue.

HAPPY HOUR!
2-5 Daily

•Well Drinks, Pounders, Wine

$1.50
•Buy one Appetizer, get the second

1/2 Price!
Now openfor Breakfast!
Mon • Fri: 11:30am • 9pm
Sat & Sun: 9am • 9pm

8th & Chestnut

962-5050

LINDER -CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you
can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid six-week summer course in leadership training.
By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer.You'll also have the self-confidence and discipline it
takes to succeed in college and beyond.
For more information, contact Captain Matt Moland at
Peterson Hall, Room 202 or call 963-3582.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Gt1CIER NATIP~ALfA~ ~Go!Qe have, the.best$Ulll; _.E~F~ A~NCjAL AID! Over ~. Billi6n 1n'publiC ~d ~:. ~ ;
mer~of your llteJn Mohtana. St~Mary LOdge &A~rt;· ... 1vAte·~tor grants h:holar5hips is_now' a~ai[afile. AH studen~
Glacier Park's finest, now hirtng for the 1996 summer
are eligible regardless of grades, income, or·parenfs income.'
season. Call 1(800)368~9 for an application. Don't
Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
pass up the opportunity of alrretime.
1-800-263-6495 ext F50933.
EARN CASH Stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE
mAVEL ABROAD AND WORK -Make up to $2545/hr
to P.O. Box n4, Olathe, KS, 66051
teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or
SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES Sign up now. Conlact S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
John Moser Jr. 925-1272
required. For information call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60931.
FUN SUMMER JOBS ·Flying HorSeshoe guest
fOI' EARN $$$ $1750 weekly possible mailing our Circulars. For
children, near Cle Elum, is hirlig boy's and girl's couninfo (301) 306-1207.
selors. Enjoy horseback ridng, swimming {need two lffe- ENGLISH TEACHERS NEEDED •Teach CO!Wersational
gards), hiking, etc, while gaining vakiable experieoce.
EnglSh in Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching cerlilSalaiy plus room and board. Can Penny : 509)674-2366 icate or European language required. Inexpensive room &
FAST FUNDRAISER • Raise $500 in 5days-Greeks,
board +other benefits.For details:(206) 971-3680 ext. K60931.
groups, cllbs, motivated individuals. Fast easy-no fin- . mOPICAL RESORTS HIRING • Entry-level &career
ancial obflgalion. (800) 862· 1982 Ext. 33. T/S 1698
positions avaffable worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
Meadowood Lane, Reno, NV 89502.
etc.) Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn up to $2,000+ per
counselors, and more. Call Resort Employment Services
month working on Cru5e Sh~ or Land·Tour companies. 1-206-971 ·3600 ext R60932
World travel. Seasonal &fuTI-time employment available. WORK IN THE OUTDOORS • National Parks, Forests, Wildllte
No experience necessary. For more information, call
Preserves, and Conc~onaires now hiring seasonal workers.
1-206-971-3550 ext C60933
Excellent benefits+ bonuses! Call 1(206)971·3620
ext. N60932
1

m

: ~U , MER ~4MP pOSITIO~ AVAILABLE •
• , _ •l'!i~ ~A~E~I~~ · htp:j~.~kefT!e.~om sc~olarsh~s. , ; ,Ali int~mships are non-paid and fvll-time. Please
~kagit Youth _9amp:
•
• • , - · acad'emic·aoo careerresourceS,intetnSll~s:·5ports; news,' ' • callSaurtdra Sever1son ·ar (200)'728-0123 ext. 100, for
-Can\p 'COunselors ($1300.for season)
' enleitaihnieh~travel, muSic, de6ates aricl"1,000s 'oflin"ks! ' ' · more infrirfilation. ApPlication deadline: April 22, 1996.
•Activicy Counselors ($1300 for season)
NO FUNDS, NO FUN· Start affording more of what you
COLI.EGE STUDENTS · Looking for enthusiastic
.Program Leader ($2200 for season)
want. Great part·time crew and delivery driver positions
iindividuals who are determined to become successful
-Health SeM:es Coordinator ($2600 for season)
available as GODFATHER'S PIZZA gets ready to open a
w/ our company. Flexible PT &FT, w/ earnings of
Seattle City lighfs Skagit Yooth Camp runs fr001 June 14
luU seivice restaurant in Ellensburg in afew short wee!G!
$3K-5K month~. Call for an appointment 963-8676.
to August 15. CaU (206) 233·2531 for ap~ication packe~ or
AD positions &shifts available. Oir delivery drivers must be
HELP WANTED • Live in attendant for disabled female.
send cover letter and resume to: Mary D. McKinney, CCD,
at least 18 yrs. of age, have a!XeSS to an insured car, and
Free room &board plus $500/monlh. Call 925·5924.
Seattle City light, 700 Fifth Avenue.Suite 3100, Seattle WA
have agood driving record. Dmers receive abase pay &mile
98104-5031.
reintursement Please app~ in person at the Elensburg
RESIDENCE HAll DIRECTOR, ActMties Coordinator, and
Empbyment Security Department at 607 Mountain View in
Resident Advisors needed for College Bound Program,
Ellensburg, AGPI representative will be conducting schedSummer School for high school students, 6112196-7/26196
uled intelviews on Thursday, April 11th, so be sure and
at Big Bend Community College, Moses Lake, WA. Room
schedule your appointment now! (Job Order #0546008).
and Board provided. For qualifications and application cal
We are looking for friendly, outgoing, energetic &team
Human Resources Office: (509)762-6203. Closes 4pm 4/18196. oriented employees. Previous food service not required.
EXTRA SPENDING MONEY! College Students: 12.9 cents
Come be part of an excitilg &growing national change. EOE.
per minute flat rate Long Distance, day or n~ht anywhere in SEAFAIR INTERNSHIPS · Gain valuable professional
the U.S. Great lnt'I Rates also. Earn residual income from
experience in producing special events by joining Puget
other people's long dist. usage. Excellent way to make $$
Sound's oldest and largest civic event for an exciting summer .
for school! 'FREE-No signup f~! 'Excellent Commissions! internship. SEAFAIR has Special Events internships avail·
'No Selling involved! 1·800-732·2863 ext. 2000.
able now. Specialize in Event Operations, Public Relations,
ID# BO 8489078. Call NOW! Ifs FREE!
· ting, Promotions &Parades and Community Affairs.
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we·carry 811 styles Of iiiusic froin around·the.world,
from Gregorian Chant of the Middle Ages
to the New Releases of 1996
on Compact Discs, Records and Tapes.
VISA®

92&-889&
313N.Pearl

